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Peter Rabbit Touch and feel playbook  

Arden explored the books with Miss Korissa, we learnt 

about different animals and how some of them feel. 

Colours, we did some shapes and some numbers. Each 

page had different textures to exploring as Arden 

learnt. 

After watching some the older children care for 

the baby dolls, Arden went over and started to 

copy what they were doing. Arden give lots of 

hugs to the baby's and even rocked them. It was 

really lovely to see Arden take good care of the 

baby dolls. 



This morning we explored different colours using different 

shaped blocked.  

We first looked at all the blocks and named all the colours as Arden 

picked them up.  

Arden started to hold them up to her face looking through each of them. 

So we did them with each colour to see everything.  

Learning the colours through play is the one of the best way to learn as it 

can be really fun. 

As Arden was the only child this morning we spend 

some time in the seahorse room exploring.  

Arden joined in playing with playdough and using the 

sticks.  

She also did some climbing showing off how well she can 

stand an climb over things. 



LO 5.1 – Children interact verbally & non-verbally with others for a range of purposes  

LO 4.2 – Children develop a range of skills and process such as problem solving, en-

quiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching & investigating  

 LO 4.3 – Children transfer & adapt what they have learned from one context to another 

LO 1.4 – Children learn to interact in relation to others with care, empathy & respect 

Arden spend the morning  with lots of one on one time 

with miss Korissa.  

 She explored the seahorse room and seem to enjoying 

being about to  see other rooms.  


